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CURRENT RESEARCH ON

FAMILY TOPICS FOR MAINE EDUCATORS

Issue Focus; Gender Equity
Silent Losses1

conditioned to be silent and to
defer. As teachers use their
ach time a girl opens a
expertise to question, praise,
probe, clarify and correct boys,
book and reads a
they help the male students
womanless history, she
sharpen ideas, refine their
learns she is worth less.
thinking, gain their voice, and
Each time the teacher passes
achieve more. When female
over a girl to elicit the ideas and
students are offered the leftovers
opinions of boys, that girl is
of teacher time and attention,
morsels of amorphous feedback,
they achieve less.
Then girls and women learn
to speak softly or not at all; to
submerge honest feelings,
withhold opinions, and defer to
boys; to avoid math and science
as male domains; to value
neatness and quiet more than
assertiveness and creativity; to
emphasize appearance and hide
intelligence. Through this
curriculum in sexism they are
•s:
Css? • &V,- •
turned into educational spectators
instead of players; but education
is not a spectator sport.
When blatantly sexual or sexist
remarks become an accepted part
of classroom conversation, female
students are degraded. Sexual
harassment in business and the
military now causes shock waves
and legal suits. Sexual harassment
i in the schools is dismissed as

E

being targeted, girls are being
intimidated and caused to feel
like members of an inferior class.
Like a thief in school, sexist
lessons subvert education,
twisting it into a system of
socialization that robs potential.
Continued on page 2.
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If the cure for cancer is forming in
the mind of one of our daughters,
it is less likely to become a reality
than if it is forming in the mind
of one of our sons. Until this
changes, everybody loses. Consider
this record of silent, devastating
losses:
• In the early grades, girls are
ahead of or equal to boys on
almost every standardized
measure of achievement and
psychological well being. By
the time they graduate from
high school or college, they
have fallen back. Girls enter
school ahead but leave behind.

• In high school, girls score
lower on the SAT and ACT
tests, which are critical for
college admission. The greatest
gender gap is in the crucial
areas of science and math.
• Girls score far lower on College
Board Achievement tests,
which are required by most of
the highly selective colleges.
• Boys are much more likely to
be awarded state and national
college scholarships.

• The gap does not narrow in
college. Women score lower on
all sections of the Graduate
Record Exam, which is
necessary to enter many
graduate programs.
• Women also trail on most tests
needed to enter professional
schools: the GMAT for business

school, the LSAT for law school,
and MCAT for medical school.
• From elementary school
through higher education,
female students receive less
active instruction, both in
quantity and in the quality of
teacher time and attention.

In addition to the loss of
academic achievement, girls
suffer other difficulties:
• Eating disorders among girls
in middle and secondary
schools and in college are
rampant and increasing.
• Incidents of school-based
sexual harassment are now
reported with alarming
frequency.
• One in 10 teenage girls
becomes pregnant each year.
Unlike boys, when girls drop
out, they usually stay out.

• As girls go through school,
their self-esteem plummets,
and the danger of depression
increases.
• Economic penalties follow
women after graduation.
Careers that have a high
percentage of female workers,
such as teaching and nursing,
are poorly paid. And even
when women work in the
same jobs as men, they earn
less money. Most of America’s
poor live in households that
are headed by women.
♦

History of Women’s
Education Timeline
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♦

This edition of Family Issues
grew out of the work on gender
socialization of Extension
Educator Aileen Fortune. Aileen
has lead workshops on exploring
gender in both boys and girls for
several years and was a primary
contributor to the “Growing Up
Male” Family Issues (Fall 1995).
Last summer, Aileen was awarded
a small grant from the University of
Maine Women in the Curriculum
Program to develop The Gender
Project. This local initiative
involved teams of parents,
teachers, administrators, and
guidance counselors who, in
February, participated in three
days of training and action
planning to create more positive
and equitable environments in
their schools and communities
for both girls and boys. School
community teams from seven
schools came together to examine
our culture’s messages of being
male and female; how we treat
girls and boys differently in
schools and at home; the strengths
and weaknesses of the educational
and socialization experience of
our children; and what we can do
differently to both equalize the
playing field and give all children
the messages they need to grow
up strong, healthy and whole.
Over the next year, teams will
be implementing strategies and
periodically meeting, as a county
network, to: continue to learn;
share resources and experiences;
and offer each other support. The
project will be evaluated to

♦

Girls and women are barred from schools. Women
are viewed as mentally and morally inferior and are
relegated to learning only domestic skills. Most
receive no education or just a few years in a dame
school where they might learn to read the Bible. Only
30 percent of women can sign their names.

A school in Providence, Rhode Island
advertises that it will teach reading and
writing to female children — from 6 to
7:30 a.m. and 4 to 6:30 p.m. when male
children are not using the school.

determine impacts in the spring
and fall of 1999.
I am honored to be a part of
this effort with Aileen and, as
. always, learn and receive more
' than I give. The commitment,
dedication and enthusiasm of the
community teams is more than
inspiring; it is “heart” in action.
And as these teams continue to
do this incredibly hard work,
their laughter and tears blazon
the way for others to follow.
■

Judith Graham Colburn, Ph.D.
Extension Human Development
Specialist
Editor's Note: For more information
on the Gender Project, contact author
Aileen Fortune at afortune@urnce. umext.
maine.edu.
Sadker, M., and Sadker, D., (1994).

Failing at Fairness: How Our Schools
Cheat Girls. New York, Simon &
Schuster, pp. 13-14.

Gender Socialization
■ jW
1/1
If

Whether we are parents
/ or teachers, all of our
work with young
people is ultimately to
support them in growing up with
all the skills they need to be
successful, responsible and happy
adults. These skills include having
a strong identity; being capable
and confident in their ability to
achieve in the world and work
toward their dreams; and
developing and maintaining
healthy relationships. And yet,
we know that the socialization of
girls and boys in our culture
supports and hurts them in
different ways in gaining all
these skills.
a

Gender socialization is
the way the adults of a

women in that culture. Parents
and other adults socialize
children in gender roles through
four processes1:
• Manipulation: Treating a
daughter gently and a son
roughly which leads them to
incorporate these differences
into their personalities.

• Channeling: Directing
children’s attention to specific
objects, such as toys.
• Verbal Appellation: Using
different words to describe the
same behavior, depending on
the gender (such as “active” for
boys and “aggressive” for girls).
• Activity Exposure:
Participating in or assigning
activities based on gender
(such as girls helping mom in
the house and boys helping
dad outside).

culture teach young
people what it means to

be male and female.

What is Gender
Socialization?
Gender socialization is the
way the adults of a culture teach
young people what it means to be
male and female, or men and

We also teach about gender
roles by example. When girls and
boys see adult women and men
behaving differently, they learn
what females and males are
supposed to be like.
The process of gender
socialization probably begins even
before birth as parents notice
their hopes and dreams, as well
as their fears and concerns for
their child. We imagine life with a
new baby and often believe that
Continued on page 4.

1780

1780-1800

First school for girls only is started in
Middletown, Connecticut by William
Woodbridge.

New democracy enlarges the European view of women to include women as nurturers of
children’s intellectual development. A proliferation of diverse solutions to meet these new
demands for female education arise. Some schools begin to open their doors to girls, at
least those whose parents are willing and able to pay.
Religious orders spread their educational philosophies in girls’ schools built by Quakers,
Moravians and Catholics.
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Girls

raising daughters or sons will be
very different. We remember our
own growing up as girls or boys.
We hear others’ experiences
about one sex being easier to
raise than the other. We imagine
and attribute and expect much
before we even know the child!
We come to our adult roles as
products of our own upbringing
and gender socialization. So,
noticing our gender biases as
parents and teachers is often our
first and biggest challenge.
Margaret Meade said that “if a
fish were an anthropologist, the
last thing it would discover is
water.”2 It is very difficult, if not
impossible, to be objective on
gender issues because it is part
of who we are and all we bring to
our parenting and teaching.

The socialization of girls
supports the predominant focus
toward others, emphasizing
values of friendship and family
relationships, nurturing and
understanding emotions, and
pleasing others. In this focus
toward others, girls experience
the loss of their authentic selves
and their expansive dreams.
Femininity has traditionally been
categorized around the themes of
giving service, developing a non
threatening personality and
cultivating beauty and sex appeal.4
Girls’ self-esteem is seriously
hurt by this socialization. Girls
are much more likely than boys
to develop a negative body image,
and discount their intelligence
and abilities. Girls’ self-esteem
takes a much greater dip than
boys between elementary and
middle school.5

The Limits of Gender
Socialization
“Traditional gender
socialization in our culture asks
both boys and girls to halve
themselves. Girls are allowed to |
maintain emotional
expressiveness and cultivate
connection. But they are
systematically discouraged from
fully developing and exercising
their public assertive selves. Boys,
by contrast, are greatly encouraged
to develop their public, assertive
selves, but they are systematically
pushed away from the full exercise
of emotional expressiveness and
the skills for making and
appreciating deep connection.”3

X

oys
rK
The socialization of boys
supports them in developing
themselves by becoming
autonomous, competitive and
independent, as well as in
achieving great things in the
world. Masculinity has traditionally
been defined with messages that
include: stifle your emotions;
never be or appear to be
vulnerable; act tough; compete
intensely; win at any cost, achieve;
and be successful and powerful.6
The cost of this socialization
for boys is that with an
overcommitment to competition

and winning, they may have
trouble making good friends and
cooperating as part of teams. By
learning to “act tough,” they give
up emotional clarity, don’t learn
how to ask for help, and become
isolated when they are most
troubled. By buying into a narrow
focus on achievement and success,
they often lose sight of personal
values and the importance of
family and relationships, and
their health often suffers.

“Just as girls are pressured
to yield that half of their
human potential consonant
with assertive action, just as
they have been systematically
discouraged from developing
and celebrating the self
concepts and skills that
belong to the public world, so
are boys pressured to yield
attributes of dependency,
expressiveness, affiliation —
all the selfconcepts and
skills that belong to the
relational, emotive world.
These wholesale excisions
are equally damaging to the
healthy development of both
girls and boys. The price for
traditional socialization of
girls is oppression, as Lyn
Brown and Carol Gilligan put
it, ‘the tyranny of the kind
and nice.’ The price of
*
traditional socialization for
boys is disconnection —from
themselves, from their mothers,
from those around them. ”7

1784

1800-1900

Caleb Bingham opens a school for girls
in Boston where he teaches writing,
arithmetic, reading, spelling and English
grammar Bingham introduces
newspapers into the school — the first
reported use of newspapers in schools.

While large cities establish separate high schools for girls and boys, smaller communities
that can not afford to build two schools build one with two entrances instead. Girls and
boys enter separately going to different floors or different sides of the building. Girls are
taught by women and boys are taught by men. These “mixed” schools stir strong
debates about the role of education for girls and women.

4
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These cultural definitions of
masculinity and femininity are
extremely limiting and often
dangerously unhealthy. In I Don't
Want To Talk About It, Terrence
Real discusses vulnerability to
depression and issues of gender:
“Current research makes it
clear that a vulnerability to
depression is most probably an
inherited biological condition.
Any boy or girl, given the right
mix of chromosomes, will have a
susceptibility to this disease. But
in the majority of cases, biological
vulnerability alone is not enough
to bring about the disorder. It is
the collision of inherited
vulnerability with psychological
injury that produces depression.
And it is here that issues of
gender come into play. The
traditional socialization of boys
and girls hurts them both, each
in particular complementary
ways. Girls, and later women,
tend to internalize pain. They
blame themselves and draw
distress into themselves. Boys,
and later men, tend to externalize
pain; they are more likely to feel
victimized by others and to
discharge distress through action.
Hospitalized male psychiatric
patients far outnumber women
patients in their rate of violent
incidents; women outnumber
men in self-mutilation. In mild
and severe forms, externalizing in
men and internalizing in women
represent troubling tendencies in
both sexes, inhibiting the capacity
of each for true relatedness. A

Developing a Hardy Personality
Hardy personality: Those who feel in control of their lives, are
committed to their activities, and look forward to change as a challenge
and an opportunity for growth.1
In Things Will be Different for My Daughter, Mindy Bingham and Sandy
Stryker discuss the importance of supporting girls in developing “hardy
personalities.” A hardy personality is based on eight key skills that support
girls in developing strong identities, becoming achievers and maintaining
self-esteem as they grow and interact in the world. These skills will
enable girls to be the kind of people who approach life with enthusiasm
and weather its challenges well.2
The eight skills to incorporate into girls’ education are the abilities to:

1. Recognize and tolerate anxiety, and act anyway.
2. Separate fantasy from reality, and tackle reality.
3. Set goals, and establish priorities.

4. Project into the future, and understand how today’s choices affect the
future.
5. Discriminate and make choices consistent with her goals and values.
6. Set boundaries and limits.
7. Ask assertively for what she wants.
8. Trust herself and her own perceptions.
1 Bingham, M , and Stryker, S (1995) Things Will Be Different for My Daughter: A Practical

Guide to Building Her Self-Esteem and Self-Reliance. New York: Penguin Books, p. 78.
2 ibid

those closest to him the very
distress he refuses to acknowledge
within himself.”8
Gender socialization leaves
deep emotional hurts in both
boys and girls, which can have
both long-term effects on them
and far-reaching effects on others
in their lives and communities.
Furthermore, rapidly changing
technologies, our modem

depressed woman’s internalization
of pain weakens her and
hampers her capacity for direct
communication. A depressed
man’s tendency to extrude pain
often does more than simply
impede his capacity for intimacy.
It may render him psychologically
dangerous. Too often, the wounded
boy grows up to become a
wounding man, inflicting upon

Continued on page 6.

gtxx

1800-1830s
"Mixed” schools become mixed classrooms, extending the highly controversial debate
over the usefulness and appropriateness of coeducation. The debate is reduced to
economics and the realization that separate schools for girls and boys require higher
taxes. Coeducation comes to America as the outcome of financial necessity.

1821
SSsSBSHBH

Emma Willard establishes Troy Seminary,
the first female seminary, as an alternative
to coeducational public schools and to
“professionalize motherhood.”
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Continued from page 5

economy and changing family
structures only reinforce the need
to support young people in
developing beyond these limiting
gender role definitions to reach
their full human potential.

Vis i

“As more and more women
enter the workforce, as
decades offeminism and
cultural change stimulate
new demands from women
for responsible, intimate
partners, as business itself
breaks out of traditional
hierarchical management
structures in favor of more
cooperative models, polarized
gender arrangements and
gender characteristics are
reshuffling once again. Manthe-breadwinner, and
woman-the-caretaker may be
figures contained within the
borders of the 20th
century.
,

•'

9 'if

.

i

Rethinking Gender
Socialization:
Supporting Wholeness
We know that someday most
of our daughters are going to
work outside the home and that
most of our sons are going to be
fathers. We want them all to grow
up whole with all of the skills
they need to someday be adults
who are happy with who they are
and with all they do in their

Boston public demands a separate high
school for girls After opening the school,
it is closed by the mayor because of too
many applications. In the next election,
this mayor is defeated and the high
school for girls is built.

6
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relationships, work and
community.
Our daughters need to
develop their public assertive
selves, often referred to as their
“voice.” Our sons need to develop
their emotional expressiveness
and skills for developing and
appreciating deep connections,
often referred to as their “heart.”
As Olga Silverstein says in
The Courage To Raise Good Men:
“Neither ‘ambition’ nor ‘heart’
should be the sole possession of
either gender, and neither
accrues more “naturally” to one
or the other.”10
We all need to have access to
a full range of skills in our
personal repertoires. Only then
can we choose to be self-reliant,
assertive and competitive when
these skills are appropriate, and
choose to be nurturing, yielding
and cooperative when these skills
are needed to get what we want.
If we only develop one set of
skills, we may limit the arenas in
which we can find satisfying,
successful experiences in our
lives. Girls and boys both need a
full range of skills to develop a
strong identity, achieve fully in
the world, and develop and
maintain healthy relationships. ■

Strong, B and DeVault, C. (1992) The
Marriage and. Family Experience. St.
Paul, MN West Publishing Co , p 23

2Sadker M., and Sadker, D (1994).
Failing at Fairness. How Our Schools
Cheat Girls New York Touchstone, p 266
3 Real T (1997) I Don’t Want to Talk
About It Overcoming the Secret Legacy of
Male Depression New York Scribner,
p 23
4 Bingham M and Stryker, M (1995)
Things Will Be Different for My Daughter
A Practice Guide to Building Self Esteem
and Self Reliance New York Penguin
Books USA Inc , p 41

3 How Schools Shortchange Girls—the
Report A Study of Major Findings of Girls
and Education (1992) New York
Marlow & Company, pp 19-22

3Sadker D. (1977) Being a Man A Unit
of Instructional Activities on Male Role
Stereotyping Washington, DC Resource
Center on Sex Roles in Education
National Foundation for the Improvement
of Education US Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, p 3 Sadker
does caution that these stereotypes are
characteristic of “white mainstream.
United States culture Significant
differences in the male stereotype occur
in the various racial ethnic, social
class, and geographic groups
represented in our society’ (p 1)

7 Real p 130
3 ibid

pp 23-24

9 ibid . pp 323

10 Silverstein, O

and Rashbaum, D

(1994) The Courage to Raise Good Men.
New York Penguin Books USA Inc.,
p 233

Aileen Fortune
Extension Educator

Oberlin College in Ohio is the first American college to admit both men and women, as well
as racial minorities. Women are still segregated from men in classrooms and on campus
In Canterbury, Connecticut, Prudence Crandall tries to admit black girls to her private
school. The Connecticut state legislature hastily passes a state law against educating
blacks who are not Connecticut residents. Crandall is jailed and the school closes in 1834

What Can We Do to Support Wholeness?
he good man, like the
good woman, will be
empathic and strong,
autonomous and
connected, responsible to self, to
family and friends, and to society,
and capable of understanding
how those responsibilities are,
ultimately, inseparable.1
How can we support young
people to grow up whole? To begin,
we need information, courage
and lots of support! As parents
and teachers, we can’t do it
alone, but our actions can have a
powerful effect. We can listen to
our children, pay attention to the

research, talk with other parents
about the challenges, advocate for
gender equity, model empowering
behaviors and support our young
people in new ways.

Be Informed and
Take Action
Form study and support
groups, and read and discuss
books like Reviving Ophelia: Saving
The Selves of Adolescent Girls by
Mary Pipher and I Don't Want To
Talk About it: Overcoming the
Secret Legacy of Male Depression
by Terrence Real. (See
Recommended Reading List.)
The problems we are dealing

r

with today in raising our
daughters and sons are much
bigger than individual and family
problems. Don’t isolate. Get
together with others, tell your
stories, listen to each other,
generate ideas to create change
and organize for local action!

Be a Courageous Role
Model
Perhaps one of the most
important messages we can give
our children is that they can
figure out for themselves what
being male or female is all about
for them. They need to know that
we will help make it safe and
support them for doing just that.
Along with them, we are
stretching and fully developing
ourselves as well, being all of who
we are, even when it is difficult
and an act of courage to do so.

Women can be powerful

r 1
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models when they have

■

confidence in what they
know and resist the

urge to be silent when
their words may not be

pleasing.
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Continued on page 8.

1833

1837

Kentucky moves to upgrade a female secondary school to a college. A Massachusetts
newspaper thinks the proposed degrees, Mistress of Music, Mistress of Instruction, and the
like, are inappropriate. The newspaper recommends a new genre of titles: M.P.M. for
Mistress of Pudding Making; M.D.N. for Mistress of Darning Needles; and M.C.S. for
Mistress of Common Sense. Honorary degrees include R.W.H.H. for Respectable Wife of a
Happy Husband and M.W.R.F. for Mother of a Well-Regulated Family.

Mary Lyon establishes Mount Holyoke
and offers an intellectually stimulating
program that compares to the first two
years of college. Over 80 percent of
graduates enter teaching.
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Need to Hear1

Men can have a powerful
influence in the lives of boys
when they show their heart.
When men are vulnerable and
ask for help; and are emotionally
expressive, showing love and joy
as well as sadness and hurt; and
when they are unafraid to show
their deep connection to family
and friends, they are being truly
courageous. Boys desperately
need these models of masculinity.

© “I love who you are.” “I’m glad you’re a boy.” “You can explore and
experiment and figure out who you are and what being a boy is all
about for you.”

and Girls New
Give
Messages

Continued from page 7

Women can be powerful models
when they have confidence in
what they know and resist the
urge to be silent when their
words may not be pleasing. In

Gilligan’s research with girls, she
found that it was the adult
women in their lives that provided
the models for silencing themselves
and behaving like “good little
girls.”2

Messages Boys Really

• “Your body is absolutely fine just the way it is.”

• “I love you when you are active AND when you are quiet.”
• “You can feel all of your feelings.” “It’s OK to feel afraid and sad.” “It’s
OK to cry.” “You can think and decide when and with whom you
share your feelings.”
• “You can think and feel at the same time.” “You can think about your
feelings and feel about your thinking.”

• “You don’t have to always achieve, win, be the best or excel.”
• “I love your humanness, your vulnerability.” “I’m with you as you face
challenges” “It’s OK to make mistakes.”
® “My love is always with you. I trust you to ask for my support.”

• “You can be close and loving.” “You ARE lovable.”
• “You are a good friend.” “You can listen well and support others.”

• “You can nurture yourself and others.” “You can lovingly care for
babies, older children and everyone else.”

• “You can cooperate and work as a team and support others.”

Young people need to hear
new messages that support them
in growing up whole. These
affirming messages contradict the
gender stereotypes and limits
they feel.
It is very important that our
messages be sincere. So we might
need to do some of our own work
first, to clear up some of our own
unhelpful socialization.
Read the messages for girls
and boys (see pages 11 and 12).
Imagine saying them to your child.
Visualize your child hearing them.
You might also imagine how your
life might have been different had
you heard them and believed
them as a child.
■
Aileen Fortune
Extension Educator

• “You can be powerful and ask for help at the same time.”
• “You can learn from your mistakes.”
1 These messages are adapted from the developmental affirmations created by Jean lllsley
Clarke, author of Self-Esteem A Family Affair, and are based on my research and many
conversations with young people Modify them to meet the specific needs of the young person
you want to support Add to them and make them work for you (Send me new ones you’ve
used <afortune@umce umext maine edu>)

1 Silverstein, O , and Rashbaum, D
(1994). The Courage to Raise Good Men.
New York. Penguin Books USA Inc ,
p 233

2Brown. L.M , and Gilligan, C (1992)
Meeting at the Crossroads: The
Landmark Book About the Turning Points
in Girls and Women’s Lives. New YorkBallantine Books, p. 221

1840s

1841

1849

Secretary of Massachusetts Board of Education Horace
Mann expands his common school system under local and
state auspices.
Cyrus Pierce, responsible for integrating the Nantucket
schools, becomes the first principal of the normal school in
Lexington, Massachusetts, enrolling only young women.

The first
American
women
graduate
from college.

Elizabeth Blackwell graduates, at age 45, from a
school in Geneva, New York, with the first medical
degree awarded in this country to a woman She
is admitted to Harvard Medical School but is
forced to withdraw when male students refuse to
attend classes when she is present

8
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Messages Girls Really
Need To Hear1
fl

“I love who you are.” “I’m glad you’re a girl.” “You can explore and
experiment and figure out who you are and what being a girl is all
about for you.”
•

“Your body is absolutely fine just the way it is.” “You can be athletic,
and active and physically strong.” “You can be physically powerful.”

•

“I love you when you are active AND when you are quiet.”

•

“You are important.”

•

“You are brave, strong, intelligent and capable. You can be proud of
your courage, intelligence, capabilities and strength.”

•

“You are capable.” “You can achieve and do great things, and you
can take credit for your accomplishments.”

•

“You are a great thinker.” “You can be sure about what you know.”
“You can trust yourself and say what you think.”

“You can feel ALL of your feelings.”
“You can think and feel at the same time.” “You can think about your
feelings and feel about your thinking.”

“I love you even when we disagree. I love growing with you.”

“You can know who you are, and what you like, need and want.” “You
can please yourself.”
“You don’t have to like everybody, and everybody doesn’t have to like
you.”
•

“You can take risks in relationships.” “You can face your fears in
displeasing others.” “You can sustain disagreements.”

•

“You can express feelings to others as you choose.” “You can choose
to be friends only with people who respect you and your feelings.”

•

“You can be true to yourself.” “You don’t have to be pleasing to
others.” “You can set limits and say no.”
I

1 These messages are adapted from the developmental affirmations created by Jean lllsley
Clarke, author of Self-Esteem A Family Affair, and are based on my research and many
conversations with young people Modify them to meet the specific needs of the young person
you want to support Add to them and make them work for you. (Send me new ones you’ve
used <afortune@umce.umext maine edu>)

Awareness
of Gender
Differences
Workshops
ow would your life be
different if you were
m the opposite sex?
Over the past two years, close to
500 5th through 8th graders in
southern Maine, participated in
“Awareness of Gender Differences”
workshops. In these sessions,
they explored how gender shapes
their lives, identified ways both
girls and boys are limited and
supported by the messages and
expectations they receive, and
explored ways they might better
support each other.
Workshops were also held with
their parents and other adults.
Adults heard how young people
answered this opening question
and learned how socialization
both supports and hurts them. In
the adult workshops, we also
discussed ways to teach children
skills they will need as healthy
adults, whether they are male or
female.
The young people began by
thinking about their lives now,
who they are, who their friends
are, how they relate to school and
their families, what they think
about doing when they are out of
school, how they imagine their
future, etc. What would be
Continued on page 10.

Myrtilla Miner, with help from Harriet
Beecher Stowe and the Quakers,
founds the Miner Normal School for
Colored Girls in Washington, DC.

The Elmira, New York Female
College is established; it is the first
institution of higher education to
grant academic degrees for women.

Three women formally apply to the University of
Michigan, one of the largest and most prestigious
state universities. The University votes to not
enroll the women. A local newspaper applauds
the decision, concluding that to admit women
would “unwoman the woman and unman the man.”
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different about all these parts of
their lives if they had been bom
the opposite sex? What would be
easier or better about their lives?
What would be harder or more
challenging? What would be
different about the way they see
themselves, about what would be
important to them, what they
value? Would their hopes and
dreams for the future be different?
(See Gender Journey on page 11.)

What Young People Said
The girls said that if they
were boys, their lives would be
harder because they would have
fewer friends and couldn’t be as
close. Many felt that, if they were
male, friends would not be as
“necessary.” They would have to
“act macho” and believe that they
were better than girls and put
girls down. They would have to
brag about being the “best.” They
would have to “act tough” and
not think about their feelings or
express them. They said that
they could “never, ever cry.” Girls
said that they could envision not
being as close to their families,
especially their mothers. They
would care a lot less about school
and get into trouble a lot more.
On the other hand, the girls
said that if they were boys, their
lives would be easier because
they would have more freedom
and not have to worry about their
safety or being raped. They would
be respected more and treated
like they could take care of
themselves, less “helpless” and

“fragile.” They said as boys, it
would be OK to be active and
“bad” because misbehavior gets
excused. (“Boys will be boys.”)
They could take more risks and be
more adventurous. They would
have more sports opportunities.
Their athletic abilities would be
taken more seriously and their
training would be more rigorous.
Girls said that they wouldn’t
have to prove themselves as much
in school and giving a wrong
answer would not be such a big
deal. They said that they wouldn’t
be as embarrassed “all the time”
or get “as nervous when I talk.”
“Boys can be both cool and smart.

Smart girls aren’t seen as cool.”
They said that feelings would be
less complicated because they
wouldn’t think about or notice
them much. They could be less
sensitive and more aggressive.
They said that as boys they
would have more self-respect,
and bigger “egos.” They could
value their strengths, not just
their looks. They could be more
outspoken and confident.

The boys said that if
they were girls, their

lives would be harder
because "it would be
terrible. ” I'd hate it all. ”

The boys said that if they
were girls, their lives would be
harder because “it would be
terrible.” “I’d hate it all.” They
said that appearance would be
too important. They would have
to wear make-up and nice
clothes, and be clean and neat.
They said they would have
fewer opportunities. One boy said
that he couldn’t do anything fun.
“You cheer sports instead of
doing them.” “If I did sports,
fewer people would come to see
me.” “I couldn’t be the boss or
hold the higher jobs.” “Girls are
smarter, but all the geniuses are
men.” They said that as girls,
they’d have fewer skills, and
wouldn’t be as good with their

1862

1865

1870

Mary Jane Patterson
receives her degree from
Oberlin and is the first
African-American woman
to graduate from college.

Mathew Vassar immortalizes
himself with the opening of
Vassar College for Women. This
is followed shortly after by the
opening of Wellesley College

Mary Hovey attempts to open medical schools to women by
offering Harvard a $10,000 gift if it admits women. Harvard
refuses the money and rejects female applicants.
University of Michigan relents on enrolling women for
financial viability. Women are allowed in classrooms but are
frequently jeered by male classmates and professors alike.
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hands. They said they would
respect themselves less and get
less respect from others. They
would worry more about what
others thought about them and
* worry about their safety, rape and

sexual harassment. They would
get labeled “ditsy, wimp, flake.”
Boys said that they would
take fewer risks and couldn’t “live
on the edge.” They would be less
outgoing and more polite. Their
feelings would be harder — more
temper, crying and moodiness.
The boys said that if they
were girls, their lives would be
easier because they would like
school more, get better grades
and not be picked on as much by
teachers. They would be more in
touch with and get to show their
feelings. “I could cry without
being made fun of.” They could
be more in touch with their inner
selves. They would have a “sixth
sense.” They would have more
friends and be closer to them.
They could hug and touch more.
They would be closer to their
families, especially their mothers,
and have better relationships
with their teachers. They could
talk more. They would get to play
the “easier” sports. They would
be more flexible and better at
dancing. They would eat healthier
and live longer.

The Gender Journey: An Activity
r

> v

.

Put your head down and close your eyes. Forget about everything around
you. We’re going to take a journey back in time where all you will need is
your memory and your imagination. (If I ask you to remember something
and you can’t, don’t worry. Just imagine what it might have been like.
Your
imagination
tout imagina
tion is just as helpful
helpful as your memory in this activity.)
So relax. And go back in time. Go back to 5th grade. Imagine yourself
in your classroom, at your desk, sitting in your chair. Notice who your
teacher is, what you have on, who’s sitting around you, who your friends
are. Try to remember what you liked to do in your free time, games you
played, sports you liked, the books you liked to read. Remember what
you wanted to be when you grew up.
Continue your journey back in time to third grade. Picture your third
grade teacher, your place in class. Imagine yourself in your room at
home. What do you like to do when you have free time? What kind of
toys do you play with? What books are you reading?
Go further back still, to the first magical day of kindergarten. Try to
remember what you liked to do, what you wanted to be when you grew
up, what your personality was like.
Remember preschool. Remember when you discovered language.
Remember your first toddling steps. Imagine your parents encouraging
you as you learn to walk!
Go back to the moment of your birth. Imagine the excitement of your
parents. And then, when the great moment arrives, imagine you were
born the opposite sex.
You are born the opposite sex. Imagine moving forward through your
life again, exactly as you were and are, except for that one crucial detail:
same parents, same house, same personality.
Imagine walking on tiny, uncertain feet. Imagine being encouraged
again by your parents. Imagine speaking.
Imagine entering kindergarten. Remember everything else about you
is exactly the same, except you are now the opposite sex. Try to imagine
what you like to do, what you want to be when you grew up.
Again, envision being in 3rd grade, this time as the opposite sex.
Picture your third grade teacher, your place in class. Imagine yourself in
your room at home. What do you like to do when you have free time?
What kind of toys do you play with? What books are you reading? Who
are your friends?
Keep trying, moving back to the present as the opposite sex. Imagine
yourself again in 5th grade. Imagine yourself in your classroom, at your
desk, sitting in your chair. Notice who your teacher is, what you have on,
who’s sitting around you, who your friends are. Imagine what you like to
do in your free time, games you played, sports you liked, the books you
liked to read. Imagine what you want to be when you grow up.
Keep moving into the future until you are back to today. Without
talking, think for a moment about how your life would be different today if
you had been born the opposite sex.
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What Young People
Learned
During the workshops, both
boys and girls learned about how
they were perceived by the other
Continued on page 12.
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Adapted from School Girls, by Peggy Orenstein, Anchor Books, 1994.
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Women are admitted
to Tufts; post Civil
War enrollment drops
attributed to women’s
presence.

1873

1874

Dr. Edward Clarke publishes
Sex in Education, asserting
that prolonged coeducation is
physically dangerous to the
reproductive health of females.

Sophia Smith is the
first woman to endow
a college for women
(Smith College).
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1877
M. Carey Thomas is one of the first women
to graduate from Cornell University. She
attends graduate school in Germany for
three years and returns to help shape and
lead Bryn Mawr, the first Quaker College
for women.
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group, sometimes in ways that
they didn’t see themselves.
They also gained an
appreciation of what’s hard for
the opposite sex. For example,
boys heard the girls say that
their lives would be easier as
boys because they would be
taken more seriously and would
have more professional sports
opportunities. The boys said their
lives would be easier as girls
because they would have closer
friendships and could show their
feelings more. They confronted
stereotypes, asked each other
questions and tried to really
listen well to each other.

The young people learned
how powerful the media is in
keeping gender stereotypes firm.
Together, they talked about ways
to support each other by not
reinforcing stereotypes.

The young people

learned how powerful

the media is in keeping
gender stereotypes firm.

They noticed how important it
was to stop assuming something

was true just because someone
was a girl or boy. They learned
that generalizing is often hurtful,
and stereotypes are still very much
in our thoughts, even though
reality and our experiences are
contradictory. For example, one
of the boys said that if he were a
girl, he’d have to be a secretary
when he grew up. One of his
buddies immediately told him
that that wasn’t true because he
knew some women who were not
secretaries. The first boy reflected
with “Oh yeah, that’s true.”
They learned how teasing
reinforces stereotypes and
misinformation, and that they all
need support to be themselves,
especially when they take risks
and do something differently.
They learned all these things by
talking with each other.

Summary
In the workshops with parents,
the adults were intrigued by what
the young people had said. They
explored their own growing up and
all the subtle and not so subtle
influences the culture and media
had on them and currently has
on their children. In all of these
workshops, parents and young
people supported each other in
breaking down stereotypes, giving
new messages and encouraging
new behaviors. These workshops
are often the first time participants
have talked about these issues,
and all were eager to keep the
conversations going.
■
Aileen Fortune
Extension Educator

1881

1885

Late 1880s

Sophia Rachard and Harriet
Giles establish the Spelman
Female Seminary in Atlanta,
Georgia.

The Association of Collegiate Alumnae (the
forerunner of the American Association of
University Women) sponsors its first national
survey of women’s health, 78 percent of college
women report good health compared to 50
percent of non-college women

The “science” of craniology confirms the
popular biases of the day and provides
opponents of women’s educational
progress with biological explanation for
the intellectual supremacy of males.
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The Relational and Connected
Classroom1
n classrooms, gender is
the “hidden curriculum.” It
affects everything that goes
on, but it is rarely discussed.
Bergman and Surrey use
Relational Theory to look at gender
issues in classroom cultures.
According to this theory, healthy
connection is the context within
which all growth, development
and learning take place. Central
is the quality of the connections
in a person's life. They suggest
that if we want to create co,2
educational classrooms that are
truly empowering for both girls
and boys, we must study and
come to understand the different
f»
relational worlds of both groups.
And likewise, boys and girls need
.?
i
to come to understand each
other. We can’t just put boys and
girls together and expect equity.
I
The key question is: How can
both girls and boys be empowered
in schools to support each other’s
growth? Because if they are not,
(
then they are doing the reverse.
We need to find ways of creating
growth-fostering relationships.
According to Jean Baker Miller, the
components of growth-promoting
111
—
or healthy connections are

and the other person(s).
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1. Each person feels a greater
sense of zest, vitality or energy.

2. Each person feels more able to
act and does act.
3.

Each person has a more
accurate picture of her/himself

4.

Each person feels a greater
sense of worth.

5.

Each person feels more
connected to the other person (s)
and feels a greater motivation
for connections with other
people beyond those in the
specific relationship.

The “relational mode” of
growth-promoting relationships is
one of “mutual empathy.” Surrey
suggests “that with mutual
empathy, the individual develops
a sense of ‘response/ability’
.-<v jcSJ
J
rather than autonomy, and that
action and empowerment emerge
within the context of the
relational process.”3
In a relational or connected
classroom, there is a sense of
“we,” an awareness of the
relationships and how we all
affect each other. It means
knowing that there is “me” and
“you” and the relationships
among us. This is the classroom
“We.” It is an understanding and
a commitment to the group as a
community.
In the Connected Classroom,
students, teachers and parents:

1. IBuild a “We” awareness. This
k means discussing and
determining, together, who we
are and how we all affect each
other. It is developing an
understanding and commitment

Strategies for
Teaching Math,
Science and
Technology
• Use a collaborative teaching
style.
• Expect girls to succeed.

• Allow students more time to
respond to questions.
• Use female metaphors.
• Create group problem
solving exercises.
• Emphasize process by
teaching alternative
approaches rather than a
single right answer.
• Employ hands-on activities.
• Connect lessons to real-life
situations.

• Encourage experimentation
and tinkering.
• Have students keep
journals that record how
they are feeling as well as
what they are learning.
• Evaluate students on a
variety of activities.
• Allow divergent ways of
thinking.

• Require peer teaching.
• Provide female role models;
incorporate famous women
in the curriculum.

• Keep parents involved.
Source: The National Coalition of
Girls’ Schools.

Continued on page 14

The superintendent of Detroit’s public schools pleads for elevators in the schools
because climbing stairs is “a menace to normal functional development” of women. An
editorial in a college newspaper warns: “A woman...cannot afford to risk her health in
acquiring knowledge of the advanced sciences, mathematics, or philosophy for which
she has no use... Too many women have already made themselves permanent invalids
by overstrain of study at schools and colleges.”

Mary Ganett offers Johns Hopkins a
$60,000 gift to admit women. During the
two-year debate, the “gift” eventually
increases to $306,000, the price that
unlocks the University doors to women.
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to the group. What is our
purpose, our vision and our
goals? How do we want to
work together? This is about
establishing group rules and
norms for working together
with mutual respect.

2. Build class gender awareness.
Encourage discussions of how
we are different because of our

gender and how these
differences affect our class
community. Invite each gender
group to appreciate the
strengths the other gender
brings to the class. Create
opportunities for them ask
each other questions (about
why boys or girls do certain
things) to better understand
and to tell each other what
they want each other to know.

Smart Efforts for Girls
To help girls thrive, the people, places, programs, policies and priorities of
schools must intentionally work to:

1. Celebrate girl’s strong identity — This means to accept and value all
of the multiple identities each girl brings with her to school each day.
Identity development is a central task of every growing child. Not only must
girls in our gender-conscious culture grapple with what society expects of
them as women, they must also confront sexism, racism, cultural
discrimination, and socioeconomic status.
2. Respect girls as central players — This means to accept and include
each and every one of them as important participants in the academic and
social life of the school. Girls who are valued and respected by their
schools are free to compete and experiment and learn without fear of
harassment, marginalization or inequity.

3. Connect girls to caring adults — This means to link girls to people
who will spend time with them, listen to their ideas and help them learn to
stretch and excel. Strong interpersonal relationships within the school
community are central to girls' academic success.
4. Ensure girls’ participation and success — This means to engage
them actively in learning and to make sure that they experience
achievement as they proceed from one educational level to the next.

5. Empower girls to realize their dreams — This means to help them
see that they have the ability to shape their own future. Educators use the
term aspirations io describe the visions that embrace girls’ ambitions, hope
and dreams, and the term agency io describe the power to act to realize
them. Because of pervasive gender-role stereotyping in our society, girls —
more than boys — must often struggle to develop agency. Empowerment
and efficacy are close relatives of agency.

3. Create their own language
and symbols for being
connected and the norms for
moving through conflicts or
times of disconnection. There
will always be disconnections
in any group. Our challenge is
to turn a break in connection
into a learning opportunity,
holding the “we” throughout.
This requires that everyone
take responsibility and learn
the skills for problem-solving
and negotiation.
4. Empower and nourish the
class “We.” Create
opportunities to work through
the difficult times and celebrate
successes as a community.
Empowering the whole group
to speak up when a norm is
broken moves us beyond a
class or school of bystanders.
We all have responsibility to
insure that the group is
working well for all.

Relational Development
Theory
We are all bom with a primary
desire for connection. This first
I
connection is primarily with
mother. We all grow healthily in
connection for a few years. Girls
1
continue to grow in connection,
but at about age 3 boys start to
disconnect from their relationship
with mother in order to become a
man. In this disconnection, they
turn away from the idea of
healthy growth in relationships.
Boys then start to grow a “self’
not a “relationship.”4

Source: What's Working for Girls in Schools. American Association of University
Women Educational Foundation, Washington DC.

1893

1895

Radcliffe, named after a woman
who contributed funds to Harvard
in 1641, achieves “visibility” having
been an invisible component of
Harvard for many years. Barnard
at Columbia follows suit.
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The University of
Virginia faculty
conclude that women
are “often physically
unsexed by the
strain of study.”

.................................................................. ........................
1900

j
r

Tufts University forms Jackson College to remove women from the
Tufts campus
University of Rochester trustees reluctantly open their doors to
women after raising $50,000 in two years to construct new classrooms
and hire additional instructors. Susan B. Anthony cashes in her life
insurance policy to help meet the goal and the deadline

The relational paradox of boys
is that they move from the
experience of connections to
growth in disconnection. This is
.part of their socialization as boys
’in our culture. As boys start to

identify with their father’s role,
they gain a new emphasis on
values of success, independence
and action. Identity of the “self’
precedes relational connection or
intimacy.
The evolution of self for girls
is in the context of relationship.
They face a relational paradox
beginning around 11 to 13 years
of age, when in the name of
relationships, girls take more of
their authentic selves out of
relationship in order to keep the
relationship. For example, girls
compromise or give in more and
in the classroom will hide their
intelligence and refuse to “compete”
in order to save a relationship,
and still be liked. Their sense of
knowing and valuing self suffers.1
5
*4
A relational voice for girls
develops when they silence parts
of themselves for the sake of
fitting in and connecting. These
silenced voices are about risk
w
taking, being courageous,
independent and about their
unique interests. The terror of
isolation is so profound for girls
that they will often do anything
to avoid disconnection. A girl will
shape herself in any way to keep
the relationship. The
issues for girls are around who’s in
and who’s out. The relationship
issues for boys are who’s up and
who’s down.

1913

Shortchanging Boys

Summary

So, how do schools shortchange
boys? We don’t usually support
or value the relational side of
male development. Boys need
much support for learning how to
grow again in relationship.
According to Bergman, “All of our
muscle must be in creating
connections with boys.”
Boys need to be empowered
to share the responsibility for
tending classroom relationships,
and developing important
relationship skills. When girls are
the only ones who carry the
relational strengths in a classroom,
everyone is hurt. It is a burden
for the girls, and it distracts them
from achieving and “speaking up.”
“Letting the boys off the hook” of

Healthy connection is the
context within which learning
takes place, so fostering
relationships between girls and
boys in our classrooms is key.
Authenticity, engagement and
empowerment characterize
connected classrooms. In a
strong “We” environment, the I is
strengthened simultaneously,
and we come to learn that
autonomy and connection are not
opposites. When we can bring
boys and girls together and
promote connection, both
genders will flourish.
■

tending relationships only cheats
them from learning the important
skills of working together, SH
cooperation
and compromise,
rjr
listening and empathy, offering and
receiving support and developing
and nourishing friendships.
friendships. Both
B
girls and boys need to have sk s
and opportunities to both
compromise and compete.

Stephen Bergman, MD, PhD and Janet
Surrey, PhD presented at the workshop
“Is True Co-education Possible? Creating
Mutually Empowering Relationships in
the Classroom" at the Gender Equity
Conference at Wellesley College,
g January 1998.

Aileen Fortune
Extension Educator
1 This article is based on the work of

Miller, J. B. (1986). What do we mean
by relationships? Work in Progress, No.
22. Wellesley, MA: Stone Center Working
H Paper Series.

|&ibid., p. 2.

4 Bergman, S. (1991). Men's Psychological

skills, boys will be left to relate in
the classroom with only the
traditional characteristics of one
up/one down: compe
^dominance, entitlement, power

over women, and men's fear of
men. Furthermore, without this
attention, they are at greater risk
of becoming isolated when they
are vulnerable and taking their
distress out on others through
acting out and violence.

Development: A Relational Perspective.
Work in Progress, No. 48. Wellesley, MA:
j^The Stone Center, p. 2.

5Brown, L.M., and Gilligan, C. (1992).
Meeting at the Crossroads: The
Landmark Book About the Turning Points
in Girls’ and Women’s Lives. New York:
Ballantine Books.

1918
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University of Rochester campus is reclaimed by men after
13 years of male students stamping their feet when women
enter a classroom, physically blocking doors and mocking
women whenever they appear on campus. Administrators
organize a separate college for women where they are
physically and socially isolated and have fewer resources.

The Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Education calls
for a revision of the classical curriculum to one which more adequately
prepares youth for the world of work-vocational education. This is a
step backward for coeducation as it once again separates males and
females; girls take home economics and business courses and boys
take courses in the profitable trades and in industrial arts.
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Dads and Their Daughters:
HP Father-to-Father Strategies
esearch in recent years
offers compelling
evidence that girls
achieve more and have
better attitudes about school
when fathers are involved in their
school experience. At the same
time, research also indicates that
girls receive different and often
much less attention in the
classroom and at home.
Fathers across the nation are
recognizing that they occupy a
powerful presence in their
daughters’ lives. In this article,
five fathers offer suggestions on
how to create, strengthen and
nourish this significant
relationship, in which they learn
as much about themselves as
they do about their daughters.

• Talk about your job by
communicating openly and
encouraging her to ask you
questions.

• Encourage a variety of skills,
but be sensitive and
supportive of her strengths,
whatever they may be.

• Talk about her interests;
encourage her dreams and
interests.

onds and
Encourage Leadership

• Be age sensitive. It’s important
that at all stages you validate
her thoughts and feelings.

• Foster independence in her
decision making by giving her
ample opportunities and
respecting her judgement.

• Concentrate on her dreams.

Share Your Career with
Your Daughter
• Develop an atmosphere of
mutual respect where all ideas
and questions are honored.
• Don’t push her to be just like
you — but do share your time
and your career as you
encourage her to follow her
own goals and dreams.

• Show her you take pride in
what you do. Illustrate the
satisfaction of working hard to
accomplish a goal.

• Take her to work with you and
give her appropriate tasks to
do that help you.

Mid-1960s

1972

1974

When asked what they want to be when they grow up, girls
answers fall into four categories' teacher, secretary, nurse
or mother, reflecting the segregational impact of vocational
education and the still strong cultural beliefs of the
restricted roles of women.

Congress passes Title IX making sex
discrimination in schools illegal. Sex
bias is outlawed in school athletics,
career counseling, medical services,
financial aid, admissions practices and
the treatment of students.

Congress passes the
Women’s Educational
Equity Act (WEEA) to fund
research, materials and
training to help schools
eliminate sex bias.
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• Affirm your daughter frequently.
Girls are quick to internalize
reasons for not doing as well
as they had hoped. Find ways
to turn perceived “defeats”
into matter-of-fact learning
experiences. Find ways to
frequently praise your
daughter’s accomplishments

Athletics Provide a
Father-Daughter ond

Fathers as Role Models
and Mentors

• Let her lead. It will pay off in
confidence.

• Encourage risk-taking. Girls
are notoriously self-effacing,
but are looking for permission
not to be. Let her know that
her ideas are important, and
praise her for standing up for
her beliefs.

• Remember the language you
use with your son or that your
father used with you. Speak
the same language to your
daughter.

• Sit down and allocate time to
be together for the upcoming
month. Short of an emergency,
don’t let anything stand in the
way of spending time with each
other. Establish a structured
time each day for you and your
daughter. Discuss the day’s
frustrations and successes.

• Participate in her life. Give her
attention and show her that
you value her by being aware
of your daughter’s projects
and activities.
• Talk to your daughter.
Conversation doesn’t always
come easily between fathers
and daughters; it needs
cultivation, continued effort
and, at times, a little perception.
• Always be ready to talk.
• Be a “feminist” dad. Believe
(and make it clear) that your
daughter can do anything she
sets her mind to, and that she
should “go for it!” Make a
point that she is exposed to
strong female role models.

• Indulge your love of sports.
Bring your daughter to
favorite sporting events —
yours and hers.

• Talk about her possibilities —
what does she excel at? What
can improve her game, her
timing, her concentration?
• Make it to your daughter’s
games, even if she says you
shouldn’t.

• Make a point of introducing
sports as part of your daughter’s
life. Social pressure and lack of
readily accessible role models
may make your daughter
reticent about sports; she may
need extra encouragement
and support from you.

• Go out and play sports with
her. Help her practice and
point out how she’s improving.
(Remember, however, this is
for her.)

• Be a role model. Get involved
in her activities, and share
your own work and hobbies
with her.

• Distinguish between finding
time and making time —
rarely will time just turn up.
You need to actively make it
happen, and then stick with it.
• Involve her in the decision
making process. Sometimes,
she should do things that she
thinks are boring. Sometimes,
you should do things you are
not interested in.
• Use your imagination. The
things you do with your
daughter can be a part of your
own free time.
• Above all, have fun!
Source: Dads and Their Daughters:

Father-to-Father Strategies. The National
Coalition of Girls’ Schools.

• Work together toward a
common goal; collaboration
builds strong bonds.

• Relish the rewards as she
gains confidence in herself.

For the first
time in history,
more women
than men enter
college.

The National Institute of Education,
a federal research agency, provides
limited funding to investigate the
nature of sex bias in schools.
The “Gender Gap” first emerges.

The Reagan/Bush Administration comes into office and reorganizes
the Department of Education, attempting to consolidate scores of
programs into block grants, giving money to states. The plan is to
consolidate WEEA - the program that helps enforce Title IX and
encourages the achievement of women — out of existence. The
plan succeeds and Title IX is “declawed.”
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Tips for Parents of Girls
Helping Your Daughter
Speak Up with
Confidence
• Talk to your daughter’s
teachers. Find out if they
encourage her to speak up and
be heard in the classroom.
Does she respond readily to
the teacher’s questions? Does
she initiate discussion? Does
she express what she is
thinking and feeling?
• Ask your daughter’s
teachers to describe her.
Comments such as “she is a
nice, quiet, conscientious girl”
should raise a red flag. Make
sure that her teachers

concentrate more on the
attainment of skills and
refinement of talent, and less on
appearance, peer assessment,
or “good girl” behavior.

• Listen to your daughter
without criticizing her. Let
your daughter know that her
thoughts, feelings and
experiences are important to
you.
• Be aware of teaching styles
used in the classroom.
Research shows that girls
learn best in classrooms where
competitive and collaborative
learning styles are blended and
where traditional lecturing,
listening and imitating is limited.

Cultivating Your
Daughter’s Interest in
Math and Science
• Consider your own feelings
about math and science.
Were these subjects easy for
you, or did you struggle with
them? Even if these subjects
were hard for you, do not
impose your feelings on your
daughter. Encourage and
applaud her enthusiasm,
interest and talent.

Find a II entor for your
daughter. It can be another
family member or adult friend
with whom she can “talk
shop.” Arrange for her to visit
professional working
environments, such as a
chemistry lab or an
architectural firm.
• Engage her in projects that
develop spatial reasoning
and analytical skills. Urge
her to tinker, take things
apart, build things.

Illustrating ^the
Importance of Sports in
uilding Life-Long Skills
• Cultivate an early interest
in sports. Sign her up in local
community activities, such as
swimming, soccer, basketball,
baseball.

1972-1991

1992

1994

No school loses a
single federal dollar
because of sex
discrimination.

The AAUW publishes a study of major findings
on girls in education. How Schools Shortchange
Girls: The Report. Lynn Mikel Brown and Carol
Gilligan publish Meeting at the Crossroads. The
Landmark Book about the Turning Points in Girls’
and Women’s Lives

Myra and David Sadker
publish Failing at
Fairness: How Our
Schools Cheat Girls
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• Express interest in her
athletic programs and
activities. Whenever possible,
attend her games and other
|
extracurricular sports programs.

• Be active yourself. Share with
your daughter the lifetime
benefits of a sports experience:
physical fitness, determination
and perseverance, self-esteem
and self-confidence, strategic
thinking, interdependence,
dealing with winning and
losing, assessing and
surpassing limits.
• Make sports fun by designing
parties with a sports theme.
Involve the whole family in
physical activity.

your son is more mechanical
than your daughter, simply on
the basis of gender? Encourage
your son to do the laundry
and your daughter to program
the VCR.
• Help your daughter become
a media critic so she can
identify and analyze
stereotypical roles in the
media.
• Select and encourage her to
read books that feature
positive role models and
mentoring figures.
Source: “Raising Confident. Competent

Daughters. Strategies for Parents.” The
National Coalition of Girls’ Schools.

Maintaining a Healthy
Self-Image
• Encourage your daughter to
talk or write about critical
times in her life as they
unfold. Be aware that it is
important for girls to
understand and articulate
experiences from their own
perspectives. Many girls are
strengthened by recording
experiences in a diary and by
finding close friends with whom
to share thoughts and feelings.
• Let her know she has the
power to say what she
thinks. Encourage her to
articulate and defend her point
of view. Let her have a voice.

• Analyze your own perceptions
of gender roles. Do you think

F

Timeline sources:
Morse AM (1899/1993) Child Life in Colonial Days Stockbridge, MA: Berkshire House Publishers.
Sadker, M and Sadker, D (1994) Failing at Fairness. How Our Schools Cheat Girls. New York: Touchstone.
I

Schlisinger, A M , Jr (1983) The Almanac of American History. Greenwich, CT: Bison Books, Corp.
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How You Can Be an Advocate for Girls
iris Incorporated offers
these suggestions on
how to be a catalyst for
change for girls and
young women.

In the Family
© Watch your language: watch
other people’s. Don’t talk in
sexist stereotypes.
• Try some role reversal at home.
Let dad do the dishes; son
bathe a baby; and daughter

mow the lawn or take out the
garbage.

• Read what your children are
reading. Point out sexist
messages/advertising. Write
protest letters together.

• Encourage girls to talk as
much as boys; and listen just
as intently to what they say.
• Watch TV with your children,
and help them analyze what
they are seeing.

• Praise nonsexist programs and
protest stereotyping to networks,
program producers and
sponsors.
• Include boys in discussions
about sexual responsibility.
Your expectations for
responsible sexual behavior by
both sexes should be equal
and explicit.
• Avoid rescuing girls.
• Demonstrate to your
daughters the math and
science of everyday activities.
• Use the language of skill and
success to compliment girls.
• Talk to girls and boys about
balancing family responsibilities.

• Introduce girls to women and
men who work in both
traditional and nontraditional
jobs.

In the Schools
l

• Work with other parents and
teachers to foster nonsexist
environments from nursery
school forward.
• Urge educators to introduce
career awareness and
information in elementary
school.
• Look at textbooks: Are there
women in history, science and
art? If not, talk to the board of
education; create a committee
for change.
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• Do girls have equal access and
time on the computers and
other high-tech equipment?
Ask school administrators to
| develop viable programs to
assure access and time.

Work with other parents
and teachers to foster

nonsexist environments

from nursery school
forward.

• How many girls are enrolled in
advanced math, science and
computer courses? Work with
school committees on a plan to
register girls in these courses.
• Is there equal emphasis for
girls and boys on sexual
responsibility in human
sexuality classes? If not, talk
to the teachers and school
administrators.

• Is there a stay-in-school
program for teen mothers? If
not, find out how you can
start one.
• Are there organized, funded,
team sports for girls? Talk to
the principal, the coaches, the
press.
• Are girls encouraged to
participate in nontraditional
vocational training? Help
counselors get girls interested
and enrolled.

• How many female counselors
are there in vocational
educational programs?
Campaign for more.

• Do teachers and counselors
route girls to traditional jobs,
or none at all? Develop a
network of working women to
supplement the school’s
efforts in career guidance.

• Recommend awareness
training for faculty and staff
on stereotyped language,
books and programming that
slow girls’ progress.

In the Community
• Review and audit services for
girls in your community. Work
with women’s organizations and
political groups to strengthen
and expand them.
• Are your United Way
allocations equally distributed
between programs for girls
and programs for boys? Go to
meetings. Make yourself heard
on behalf of equitable funding
for girls and boys.
• Are girls’ programs designed
to meet their needs? Make

sure the funded programs
actually serve girls, and don’t
just count them.
• Raise the issue of adequate
and equitable funding through
every affiliation you have.

• How many women are on the
board of your United Way? Be
the first (or the second).
• Get more women on boards
and allocation committees of
funders/foundations, United
Ways, and service organizations
that help young people.
• Are advocates for girls involved
in allocating resources for
youth employment programs?
Be one.
• Work for adequate community
funding of teenage pregnancy
prevention programs.
• Lobby to get girls’ issues on
the agendas of public
commissions and private
women’s organizations.
Continued on page 22.

Some Facts
• Nearly 75 percent of tomorrow’s jobs will require the use of computers;
fewer than 33 percent of participants in computer courses and related
activities are girls.

• Women comprise only 11 percent of today’s technical work force.
• One third of this country’s gains in national productivity has come
from technology.

• The rate of growth in math-related occupations is about twice all other
occupations.

• Eight out of 10 of the fastest growing jobs in the 90s will be in
science-based occupations.

• Two of the fastest growing sectors in the business world are
technology and women-owned businesses.
Source: U.S. Labor Statistics: JOBS 2000.
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Continued from page 21

& Volunteer your time and
expertise in programs serving
girls.
• Start a Girls’ Club!

In the Workplace
® Portray real people in your
advertising, not stereotypes.

® Develop and publicize interest
in girls’ programs.

• In your community relations
programs, address girls’ needs
through both giving and
volunteering.
© Check that programs you fund
are serving girls, not just
counting them.

® Mare sure females participate
in decisions about corporate
giving.
® In summer hiring, open
nontraditional jobs to girls
and boys alike.

• In entry-level positions and
promotional practices, give
girls equal opportunities.

Serve as mentors to girls
and. young women in
your employ.

• Serve as mentors to girls and
young women in your employ.
® Provide special support to
young women faced with
discrimination or sexual
harassment on the job.

• Strengthen flexible schedules,
daycare provisions, and
parental leaves to deliver the
message that workers, female
and male, are equally
important family members.
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In the Nation
• Support only candidates for
public office who support
equal opportunity for girls and
women.
• Contribute time and dollars to
candidates running for office
who support women’s issues.

Contribute time and

dollars to candidates
running for office who

support women's issues.

• Be the liaison between
organizations for girls and
political campaigns and
lobbying efforts to help girls
develop political skills and
awareness.

• Get involved in women’s
commissions and put girls’
issues on the agendas of
national women’s organizations.

• Support teenage pregnancy
prevention initiatives.
• Write your Washington
representative in support of
equal access for girls to
vocational and professional
schools, athletic programs and
scholarships.

• Support job development
programs designed for female
teenagers.
• Communicate with your
representatives in Washington
in support of the Women’s
Educational Equity Act to
combat stereotypes in
education.
Source: Girls Incorporated. (1985). “An

Action Agenda for Equalizing Girls’ Options."

Resources
= All That She Can Be, by Carol
• Eagle and Carol Coleman, Simon
= and Schuster, 1993.
American Association of
University Women; 1111
’ Sixteenth St. N.W., Washington,
• DC 200036-4873.
: Beyond Guns and Dolls: 101
Ways to Help Children Avoid
Gender Bias, by Susan Hoy
Crawford, Heinemann, 1996.

■
:
=
•

Boys Will Be Boys: Breaking
the Link Between Masculinity
and Violence, by Myriam
Miedzian, Anchor Books, 1991.

■ Education and Gender,
: Congressional Quarterly
: Researcher, Washington, DC:
Congressional Quarterly Inc., Vol
4, No. 21, June 3, 1994.

Emotional Intelligence: Why It
Can Matter More Than IQ, by
• Daniel Goleman, Bantam Books,
= 1994.
' Failing at Fairness: How
America's Schools Cheat Girls,
'■ by David and Myra Sadker, New
'■ York, NY: Charles Scribner’s
= Sons, 1994.

■
•
:
■
\
:
\
j
:
:
•:
i

Girls Incorporated; 120 Wall St.,
New York, NY 10004; 212-6893700; fax 212-683-1253; National
Resource Center 441 Michigan
St., Indianapolis, IN 46202-3235;
http://www.girlsinc.org; (E-mail)
hn3580@handsnet.org. This is a
national youth organization
dedicated to helping every girl
become strong, smart and bold.
Great web site for more
information and resources.

Girls and Young Women
Leading the Way (20 True Stories
about Leadership), Girls and
Young Women Entrepreneurs
True stories about Starting and
Running a Business), Girls and
Young Women Inventing (20
Stories about Inventors and How
You Can Be One Yourself) by
Frances A. Kames and Suzanne
M. Bean, Free Spirit Publishing,
1995.
✓

Girls Know Best, Compiled by
Michele Roehm, Beyond Words
Publishing, Hillsboro, OR, 1997.

Girl Talk, by Judith Harlan,
Walker Publishing Co., New York,
NY, 1997.
I

I Don't Want to Think About It:
Overcoming the Secret Legacy
of Male Depression, by Terrence
Real, Scribners, 1997.

How Schools Can Stop
Shortchanging Girls (and
Boys): Gender Equity
Strategies, by Kathryn Wheeler,
Center for Research on Women,
Wellesley College, 1993.
How to Father a Successful
Daughter, by Nicky Marone, New
York, NY: McGraw-Hill, 1988.

New Moon; 800-381-4743;
http://www.newmoon.org; (E-mail)
newmoon@newmoon.duluth.mn.
us.org. Has a full listing of web
site “links” and other resources.

Daughters: Father-to-Father
Strategies, The National
Coalition of Girls’ Schools, eds.,
Concord, MA: NCGS, 1996.

New Moon Magazine: The
Magazine for Girls and Their
Dreams, Duluth, MN.

Reviving Ophelia: Saving the
Selves of Adolescent Girls, by
Mary Pipher, New York, NY: G.P.
Putnam’s Sons, 1994.

New Moon Network: For Adults
Who Care about Girls; 800-3814743; fax 218-728-0314.
Meeting at the Crossroads:
Women's Psychology and Girls'
Development, by Lyn Mikel
Brown and Carol Gilligan,
Ballentine Books, 1992.
Ms. Foundation for Women;
http: / /www. ms. foundation, org
Has a wonderful resources
section in Girlworld.

Raising a Daughter: Parents
and the Awakening of a
Healthy Woman, by Jeanne and
Don Elium,. Berkeley, CA:
Celestial Arts, 1994.
Raising Confident, Competent
Daughters: Strategies for
Parents. Dads and Their

School Girls: Young Women,
Self-Esteem and the
Confidence Gap, by Peggy
Orenstein and the American
Association of University Women
(AAUW), Doubleday, 1994.
Shortchanging Girls,
Shortchanging America,
American Association of
University Women, Washington,
DC: AAUW, 1991.
Smart Girls Two: A New
Psychology of Girls, Women
and Giftedness, by Barbara
Kerr, Ohio Psychology Press, 1994.
Sounds from the Heart:
Learning to Listen to Girls, by
Maureen Barbieri, Heinemann,
1995.
Continued on page 24.

In a Different Voice, by Carol
Gilligan, Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1982.

National Coalition of Girls'
Schools; 228 Main St., Concord,
MA 01742; 978-287-4485; fax
978-287-6014;
http://www.negs.org; (E-mail)
ncgs@ncgs.org
National Women’s History
Project; 7738 Bell Rd., Windsor,
CA 95492-8518; 707-838-6000.
Terrific catalog of curriculum
materials and supplies, posters,
videos and books.
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The Difference It Makes: A
Resource Book on Gender for
Educators, by Anne Chapman,
Washington, DC: The National
Association of Independent
Schools, 1988.

The Girl’s Guide to Life: How
to Take Charge of the Issues
That Affect You, by Catherine
Dee, Boston, MA: Little Brown
and Company, 1997.
The Girl Within: Recapture the
Childhood Self, the Key to
Female Identity, by Emily
Hancock, Pengum Books, 1989.

The Mother-Daughter Book
Club, by Dodson Shirren, New
York, NY: Harper Perennial, 1997.
The Mother-Daughter
Revolution: From Betrayal to
Power, by Elizabeth Debold,
et al., New York, NY: Addison
Wesley, 1993.
Things Will Be Different for My
Daughter, by Mindy Bingham and
Sandy Stryker, Penguin Books,
1995.
Wellesley College Center for
Research on Women and the
Stone Center; 106 Central St.,
Wellesley, MA 02181-8259; 781283-2461; fax 617-283-2504.

Flirting or Hurting: A
Teacher’s Guide on Student-toStudent Sexual Harassment in
Schools, by Nan Stein and Lisa
Sjostrom. Appropriate for grades
6 through 12. A joint project by
the NEA Women and Girls Center
for Change and the Wellesley
College Center for Research on
Women. Available from NEA
Professional Library, PO Box 509,
West Haven, CT 06516-9904, 1800-229-4200.

Secrets in Public: Sexual
Harassment in Our Schools, by
Nan Stein, Nancy L. Marshall,
and Linda R. Tropp. Cosponsored
by the NOW Legal Defense and
Education Fund and Wellesley
College Center for Research on
Women. Available from Wellesley
Center for Research on Women.

Fiction:
Girls to the Rescue, (Tales of
Clever, Courageous Girls from
Around the World), edited by
Bruce Lansky, Meadowbrook
Press, 1995.

Tatterhood and Other Tales,
edited by Ethel Johnson Phelps,
The Feminist Press, New York,
NY, 1978.

I
The Gender Primer: Helping
Schoolgirls Hold Onto Their
Dreams, by Tim H. Flinders. Two
Rock Publications, PO Box 2773,
Petaluma, CA 94953. An
introductory source book for
teachers and parents of pre-teen
girls.
Growing Smart: What’s
Working for Girls in School,
commissioned by and available
from the American Association of
University Women Educational
Foundation. Researched by
Sunny Hansen, Joyce Walker and
Barbara Flom, University of
Minnesota, College of Education
and Human Development.

ft

The Difference: Growing Up
Female in America, by Judy
Mann, New York, NY: Warner
Books, 1994.

Bully Proof: A Teacher’s Guide
on Teasing and Bullying, by
Nan Stein and Lisa Sjostrom.
Appropriate for use with 4th and
5th grade students. A joint
publication of Wellesley College
Center for Research on Women
and the NEA Professional Library.
Available from the Center for
Research on Women.

i

The Courage to Raise Good Men,
by Olga Silverstein and Beth
Rashbaum, Penguin Books, 1994.

Curricula:

<

The Bodywise Woman, by Judy
Mahle Lutter and Lynne Jaffe,
Melpomene Institute, 1996.

How Schools Can Stop
Shortchanging Girls (and
Boys): Gender Equity
Strategies, by Kathryn A.
Wheeler. A practical manual for
K-12 educators; published by
and available from Wellesley
Center for Research on Women.

III

Tech Girl’s Internet
Adventures, Girl Tech, Foster
City, CA: IDG Books, Inc., 1997.

Women’s Ways of Knowing:
The Development of Self, Voice,
and Mind, by Mary Belenky,
et al., New York, NY: Basic
Books, 1986.
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